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Abstract 
Local search techniques like simulated annealing and tabu search are based on a neighbor- 
hood structure defined on a set of feasible solutions of a discrete optimization problem. For the 
scheduling problems P2 /) C,,,, 11 precl c C, and 1 112 T, we replace a simple neighborhood by 
a neighborhood on the set of all locally optimal solutions. This allows local search on the set of 
solutions that are locally optimal. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider certain NP-hard scheduling problems. The problems can 
be formulated as discrete optimization problems, which can be described as follows. 
For a given finite set 9 and a given function c: .‘Y --f R one has to find a solution 
s* E .V with 
c.(s*) < c(s) for all s E ,Y. 
In general, the set 9 is specified in some implicit form. It is called a.feusihle wt. 
Problems of this type can be solved either by exact methods like branch and bound 
or dynamic programming or by heuristic methods. Popular heuristics are local search 
methods like simulated annealing (see [ll]) and tabu search (see [1,4] or [3]). These 
methods depend on an underlying neighborhood structure. Usually, the quality of the 
neighborhood structure has some important influence on the methods. 
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In general, local search is an iterative procedure that moves from one solution s E Y 
to another solution repeating this step as long as it seems to be necessary. The possible 
moves from s to the next solutions are restricted by a set OP of possible operators op. 
For each op E OP the set Yap denotes that subset Y for which op is defined. So each 
operator op E OP is a function op: Yap + 9’. Thus, 
N(s):= (op(s))opEOP,sEY”P} (1.1) 
is the set of all possible neighbors of s. A neighborhood on the set Y is now defined by 
the sets 
The simplest local search is the method of iterative improvement that chooses the best 
solution in .,/t’(s) as the solution to move to from s. It stops if no solution in N(s) 
improves the solution s. In this case s is a locul optimum. Unfortunately, the value c(s) 
of a local optimum may be far away from the optimal value. To avoid this problem, 
simulated annealing and tabu search allow moves to nonimproving solutions. Still 
a disadvantage of these methods is an oscillation around local optima, which results in 
a slow convergence. 
Our approach to overcome these difficulties is to replace the original feasible set 
Y1 by the subset ,4p2 of all s E Y1 that are locally optimal with respect to a neighbor- 
hood J?i(s), s E Y1 on the set Y1 . Furthermore, we construct a new operator set 0P2, 
that defines a new neighborhood _~V2 (s), s E Y’, on the set Y2. These operators are 
based on polynomially time algorithms for constructing certain locally optimal 
solutions. 
The advantages of such an approach are: 
l the search space is reduced considerably, 
l local search methods can be still applied (at a higher level), 
l oscillations appear only at a higher level, 
l structural properties are taken into consideration. 
The construction of the operator set OP is problem specific. Thus, the method is not 
a general purpose method. Different problems have to be treated differently. 
Independently from our investigations, Martin et al. [7] considered iterated local 
search for the traveling salesman problem, i.e. they apply a sampling method to 
the locally optimal solutions. Sometimes large steps, which they call a kick, are 
performed and then usual local search is applied. Thus, this algorithm operates also 
only with locally optimal solutions. A similar idea was used by Ulder [lo] to improve 
a genetic local search algorithm for the job shop problem. However, contrary to our 
approach the determination of a locally optimal solution in these approaches is not 
necessarily polynomially bounded. Also connectivity properties have not been investi- 
gated. 
A neighborhood is strongly connected if for any two feasible solutions s1 and 
s2 solution s2 is reachable from solution s1 by a sequence of moves. Connectivity is an 
important property from a theoretical point of view, since convergence proofs for 
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simulated annealing depend on such a property (see [I 11). Also experiments have 
shown that in general a good neighborhood should be connected (see [9]). 
In the next three sections we apply our approach to the scheduling problems: 
P2 II Cm,,, 1 /preclC Ci, 1 1’1 Ti. 
In each case we will define a strongly connected neighborhood. I ‘1(.s). s E .i/ , on the 
set .Y, of all feasible solutions and construct a corresponding secondary neighbor- 
hood on the set ,YZ of all local optima with respect to 1 ;. Furthermore. we will show 
that the defined secondary neighborhoods are strongly connected. 
2. The problem P2 /I C,,, 
P2 11 C,,, denotes the problem of scheduling n jobs i = 1, . . . ,n with processing 
times pi (i = 1,. , n) on two identical parallel machines such that the makespan is 
minimized. A feasible solution of this scheduling problem is given by a partitioning of 
the job set I = { 1, . , n} into two disjoint sets II and IZ We denote such a partition- 
ing by (Il.IZ). I, is the set of jobs to be processed on machine M, (v = 1.2). I-01 
1’ = 1,2. let s,, := C,E, pi the total processing 
is the makespan of the schedule defined by 
(II, I,) such that 
time on machine M,. Then max (s, . s2 ) 
(II, I?). We have to find a partitioning 
is minimized. The problem is shown to be NP-hard by a simple reduction from the 
partitioning problem. 
For this problem a neighborhood i 1; is defined on the set -Y’, of all feasible 
solutions (II, I,) by the operators mow(i) (i = 1, , n). mow(i) moves job i from the 
machine on which i is scheduled to the other machine, i.e. 
Fig. 1. p, < A/2 
Fig. 2. p, > A:2 
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move(i)(Zl,Z2) = 
i 
(Z1\{i},Z2u{i}) if iEZl, 
(ZIu{i},Z2\{i}) if ~EZ~, 
Each operator may be applied to each feasible solution, i.e. we have 
Let (Ii, Z2) be a feasible solution with si d s2. Then (II, Z2) is locally optimal with 
respect to JV1 if and only if for all i E Z2 we have pi > A := s2 - si 
Given a feasible solution (I,, I,) and a sequence x of all jobs, a locally optimal 
solution can be calculated by a procedure localopt with the following basic 
step. 
If s1 < s2 (s2 < sl) and there exists an i E Z2 (i E Zr ) with pi < A then in n we 
choose the first i E I2 (i E Zr) with pi < A and replace (Zr,Z,) by motle(i)(Z,,Z2). 
After that move we update sl, s2 and A. This is done by considering two possible 
cases. 
Case 1: pi d A/2. In this case we have (see Fig. 1) 
A ‘= A - 2pi > 0. new ’
Case 2: pi > A/2. We have (see Fig. 2) 
(2.1) 
A ,,,:=2pi_A>O. (2.2) 
In both cases we have 
A new < A. (2.3) 
In the first case this follows immediately from (2.1). In the second case we have 
A ‘=pi-(A-pi)<pi<A. new. (2.4) 
Notice, that such a step improves the objective value. We repeat these steps as long 
as an improvement is possible. 
Theorem 2.1. The procedure localopt calculates a local optimum in at most n2 
iterations. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. assume that s1 < s2. If there exists no job i E Zz with pi < A, then 
a movement of any job onto the other machine does not decrease the A-value. Thus, 
we have a local optimum if the procedure stops. 
If pi > A/2 then A,,, < pi holds (see (2.4)). Furthermore, due to (2.3) the A-values 
are decreasing. Thus, we have A < pi for all further iterations which means that job i is 
never moved again. 
On the other hand, if a Case 1 movement of job i is done a second time then this is 
only possible if there is at least one Case 2 movement of some job in between. 
Therefore, the total number of movements is at most n2. q 
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Next we define a secondary neighborhood on the set Yz of all feasible solutions 
that are locally optimal. The corresponding set OPZ of operators is given by 
OPZ = jloculopt(71*)[~moce(i)li = 1, . ,n}, (2.5) 
where *’ ” denotes the composition of operators and 7t* is a special permutation of the 
jobs. The operators (2.5) can be applied to all solutions from .‘Y,. They move a 
job i and apply the procedure loculopt(n*) to transform the new solution again into 
a locally optimal solution. n * is the unique sequence with 
7-r*(1) < 7-c*(2) 4 .‘. < rc”(y1). 
where 
i -<.j if and only if (pi, i) is lexicographically smaller than (pj,j). (2.6) 
With such a choice of rr*, connectivity of the secondary neighborhood can be 
estblished easily. 
Theorem 2.2. The secondary neighborhood is stronyly cmnrcted. 
Proof. We show that for arbitrary locally optimal solutions (I,, 12) and (J, ,Jz) there 
exists a sequence of operators (2.5) that transforms (I,, 12) into ( J,, Jz). 
Such a sequence is constructed by moving step by step the largest job i with respect 
to (2.6) that is not on the right machine onto the opposite machine and applying 
loculopt(n*) to this new partition. 
We show that this procedure terminates by proving that during the procedure 
hdopr(n*) no job j with i <j (i.e. no job,j that is greater or equal to i with respect to 
(2.6)) is moved. 
Assume that j is the first job with i <j that is moved from a current set, say I,. to 
I2 when applying localopt( Due to the definition of z*, the current set I, cannot 
contain a job 1 <,j. Furthermore, i is the largest job in (I, ,J1) u (IZ\,J2). Thus, all jobs 
1~1, withi<IbelongtoJ,.Thus,I, G J1. Because j E I, is moved, we must have 
1 Pi3 1 Pi> 1 Pi3 C Pi. 
it.I, rsl, itI, ie.l, 
This contradicts the fact that ( J1, J2) is locally optimal because moving j would also 
improve ( J1, Jz). 0 
3. The 11 prec / 1 Ci problem 
1 1 prec 11 Ci denotes the problem of scheduling n jobs 1, , n with processing times 
pi (i = 1, . . . ,n) on one machine such that the mean flow time is minimized. Between 
the jobs precedence constraints + are given (a precedence constraint i ---f i
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expresses that job i has to be processed before job j). Lawler has shown that 
this problem is NP-hard [6]. A feasible schedule for this problem is given 
by a sequence (permutation) rr = (rrl, . ,rr,) of the jobs that is compatible with 
the precedence constraints. The corresponding completion times Ci for the jobs Ri 
are given by xi_ 1 px, (i = 1, . . , n). We have to find a feasible sequence rc such 
that 
is minimized. 
For this problem a neighborhood is defined by the set 9, of all feasible sequences 
71 and by the “adjacent pairwise interchange” operators upi (i = 1, . . . , II - 1). The 
operator api will interchange the jobs that are scheduled in position i and i + 1, i.e. 
the sequence 7~’ = api is defined by 
1 
ni+l if k = i, 
XL = / 7ci if k=i+ 1, 
nk otherwise. 
The operator api maps a feasible schedule rt E Y1 into a feasible schedule if and only 
if there does not exist a precedence constraint Xi + rc. I + 1, i.e. we may apply api only 
to sequences from the set 
9 qpici) = {7r E .Y, 1 7ci + Xi+ 1 is not a precedence constraint}, i = 1, . , n - 1 
We define the neighborhoood Jfi by 
/V1(rc)= {api(i)(x)IxE.4P~pi(i),i= l,...,n- l}, nEYi. 
Let rc E 9, be a feasible solution. Due to Smith’s rule an interchange of jobs Zi and 
7ti+ I will reduce the mean flow time if and only if pn, > p=,+, . Therefore, rt is locally 
optimal with respect to the neighborhood ~/Vi, if and only if either pT[, < plr,+, or 
rri + ni+ 1 holds for i = 1, . , n - 1. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a locally optimal 
solution 71. 
Given a solution rr E Y,, a corresponding locally optimal solution can be cal- 
culated by a procedure loculopt(n) which is similar to the “bubble sort” algorithm. In 
each step some job will be “bubbled” onto a position where it fulfills the condition of 
a locally optimal solution. More precisely, in iteration i the job pi will be shifted to the 
left until Zi and its predecessor fulfills the condition of a locally optimal solution for 
the first time. All interchanges of jobs in this procedure will lead to a decrease of the 
mean flow time. 
Theorem 3.1. The procedure localopt calculates a locally optimal schedule in O(n’) 
time. 
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Proof. By complete induction one can prove that after iteration i the jobs x1.. . . . n, 
fulfill the condition of a locally optimal schedule. q 
Next we define a secondary neighborhood, 12 on the set ,Yz of all locally optimal 
solutions. The operators that define .,I i consist of two parts. First a given solution is 
perturbed by shifting a job to the left or to the right. Afterwards the procdedure 
~~~~u~~~~~(~) is used to calculate a locally optimal solution corresponding to the 
perturbed solution. 
There are two types of shift operators that perturb a solution. The operators I&(i) 
will shift the job from position i to a position j < i (i = 2,. . n) and the operators 
risht(i) will shift the job from position i to a position j 2 i (i = 1. . . ,I? - 1). In both 
cases it may happen that not only one job in position i but also some of its precedence 
predecessors or precedence successors are shifted. We will try to define these perturba- 
tion operators in such a way that localopt will not reverse the interchanges of Icjfr(i) 
and right(i). Since the operators I&(i) and righr(i) will be compositions of intcr- 
change operators, loralopt will not reverse these operators if one of the underlying 
interchange operators leads to a decrease of the mean flow time. 
For a given solution x E Y2, the operator I@(i) will iteratively consider the jobs 
71i~ ,,11,_2. I... In step k it will shift job IX..~ immediately after the job ni if this is 
possible, i.e. if job n, -k is not a (not necessarily immediate) precedence predecessor of 
job 7ii. Otherwise the current sequence will not change. In this case the job n, _k will be 
shifted together with job xi to the Ieft in the next iterations. Since each precedence 
predecessor ofn,_, is atso a precedence predecessor of xi, each shift in one of the next 
iterations will stay feasible. 
The above iterative procedure will stop when 7ii-k is shifted immediately after 
71; and its processing time is at least the processing time of 7ti, or, otherwise, when the 
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last TC~..~ considered was x1. In the first case, localopt will not reverse the last change of 
Ie@(i), since the interchange of job Xi and its actual successor would not lead to 
a decrease of the mean flow time. In the second case, Encalopt will reverse all 
interchanges made by I@(i), if and only if all underlying interchange operators of all 
shifts executed by lefl(i) have led to an increase of the mean flow time. 
The operator right(i) is defined in a symmetric way. It will iteratively consider the 
jobsni+i,ni-,2,...~ and shift them immediately before job ni if this is possible. It stops 
when ni+k is shifted immediately before xi and its processing time is at most the 
processing time of 71i, or, otherwise, when the last 7~. , +k considered was 72,. Again, in the 
first case, localopt will not reverse the interchanges made by right(i). In the second 
case the situation is a bit different from the situation for the operator I@(i), since the 
localopt builds up a locally optimal solution from left to right. Localopt first will try to 
interchange the job Xi_ 1 with its new successor (the successor after applying ~~~~~(~)) 
since the jobs rrk_ 1 and zk, k = 2, . . . , i - 1, fulfill the local optimality condition. If this 
interchange is possible (i.e. no precedence constraint exists between the jobs) and leads 
to a decrease of the mean flow time, localopt will interchange these two jobs and 
therefore not reverse right(i). Otherwise, loculopt will reverse all interchanges made by 
~~g~~(~), if and only if all underlying interchange operators of all shifts executed by 
~~g~~(~) have led to an increase of the mean flow time. 
Now the set of operators OP, for the secondary neighborhood Nz is given by 
OPZ = {localopt ‘l@(i)li = 2, . . . ,n) 
u(ltlcalopt~right(i)li = f,...,n - I). 
For each operator from OP, we define 
.Yy’(‘pr ‘e’r(o = {?L E Y, ) localopt 0 l@(i)(x) # 7.L; 
and 
yy @f(i) = (7r E *Y,/ luc~~opt 0 r~g~zt(~)(~) # 7c). 
As stated above it is easy to check whether or not an operator left(i) or righr(i) will be 
reversed by localopt. 
The following lemma follows immediately from the definition of the operators 
localopt and right(i). 
Lemma 3.1. For a solution 7~, let pri, < pn, for some i < j. 
1. In localopt the jobs TCi and Rj ure in the same order as in 7~. 
2. Zf in right(k) (rc) the jobs Xi and nj are in an opposite order as in II we must have: zk is 
a (not necessarily immediate) precedence predecessor of 7~~ or equal to xi. 
Theorem 3.2. The neighborhood ~,,@> on the set 9, is strongly ~onne~ted~ 
Proof. We show that for arbitrary locally optimal solutions x and n’ there exists 
a sequence of operators that transforms 71 into rc’. 
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Assume that rcl is sequenced before nit 1 in the solution 7c, i = 1, ,k - 1. We will 
show that by a sequence of operators we can achieve a solution where this property is 
true for i = 1. , k. 
If 7c;-, is sequenced after 7-c; in 7~ we are done. Otherwise, let I be the position of 
n;, 1 in 71. Note. that in this case no precedence relation between 7~; and 7r; +, exists. 
We apply the operator riyht(l) to X. Since Z; must have a processing time not greater 
than z;+, and since II; is sequenced after 71 L+ 1 in 71 this operator interchanges 
n; + , with a job which has a smaller or equal processing time and which is sequenced 
after &+ 1. Afterward we apply the operator localopt. This operator will not reverse 
the interchange of &_ 1 with the job with smaller or equal processing time. 
We repeat this step until XL+ 1 is sequenced after 71;. This situation will be achieved 
after a finite number of steps since only a finite number of jobs with processing time 
not greater than z;+ 1 are sequenced after r&_ 1. 
During the above procedure we only apply the operator /oc~zIop~ and the operator 
rigl~t with the job z;+, . Due to Lemma 3.1 these operators will not change the order of 
thejohsnjandnl,,,i=l,..., k - 1, since z;+ 1 is not a (not necessarily immediate) 
precedence predecessor of a job from ini. , TC;). Therefore, we achieve a sequence 
where TI: is sequenced before ni+, for i = 1, . , k. 0 
Corollary 3.1. The secondary neighborhood 1 ‘; on the set .Y’, defined h!, the opewtor 
set OPi = (localopt right(i) 1 i = 1, , IZ - 1) is .stroncq/y connected. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.2 uses only operators lodopt riqht(i). Therefore. it 
can be applied to prove the corollary. 0 
Contrary to the first problem, each sequence of ,Y’Z has only O(n) neighbors in I >. 
We finally note that the same ideas may be applied to problem 1 1 prec 11 ~Z’i C, In 
this case we only have to replace the pi-values by pi/\ri. 
4. The problem 1 111 Ti 
In this section we consider the 1 111 Ti scheduling problem. n jobs have to be 
processed on a single machine. For each job i, a processing time pi and a due date rl, 
are given. The objective is to minimize the total tardiness C Ti where 
Ti = max(0, Ci - di) 
is the tardiness of job i and again Ci denotes the completion time of job i. In this 
section we assume that the jobs are numbered in such a way that d, < d2 < ... < d,, 
The complexity of this problem was open for a long time. Recently, Du and Leung 
have proven that the problem is NP-hard [a]. However, a pseudopolynomial algo- 
rithm has been given by Lawler [S]. 
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T 
\ 
z 
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T’ 
X 
Fig. 4. Tki and Ttk 
4. I. Basic properties 
In this section we give some basic properties of our problem that are useful for the 
further considerations. First we investigate the question how special interchanges of 
jobs affect the objective function value. We assume that i < k, which implies di < dk, 
and define Ti, as the contribution of two jobs i and k to the objective function for 
a sequence where job i starts at time T and between jobs i and k other jobs are 
processed during a period of x time units, i.e. 
T,:=max{O.T+pi-di)+max{O,T+pi+x+pk-dk}. 
We investigate the question under which conditions on T we have Ti, < T,i (see 
Fig. 4). This inequality means that interchanging jobs i and k in the corresponding 
sequence does not improve the objective value. 
We consider the following cases: 
(a) T + Pi > di, T + Pk > dk, 
(b) T + pi > di, T + Pk d dk < T + pk + pi + X, 
(C) T + pi > di, T + Pk + pi + X < dk) 
(d) T+piddi. 
It is easy to see that Tik < Tki holds for all T considered in cases (c) and (d). In case 
(a), Tik < Tki holds for all considered T if pi d pk and there does not exist any T with 
this property if pi > pk. Moreover, in case (b) the condition Tik < Tki is equivalent to 
T d dk - pi. 
The set of feasible solutions of the problem 1 111 Ti is given by the set of all n! 
permutations of the jobs. However, by means of the above considerations we can 
exclude some sequences from the search for an optimal solution. 
Lemma 4.1. Let i, k be two jobs with pi < pli and i < k. Then there exists an optimal 
solution where ,joh i is processed before job k. 
Proof. Let rr be an optimal sequence where the job k is processed before job i and rr’ is 
the sequence obtained from rc by interchanging jobs i and k. Let T be the starting time 
of job i in rc’ and x be the sum of the processing times of the jobs scheduled between 
i and k in rc’. The completion times of the jobs between i and k in n’ are not greater 
than in rc since pi < pk, and the completion times of the jobs before i and after k in 
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n are equal in n and 7~‘. Therefore, if in addition the condition Tik d Tni is satisfied, 
then rc’ is not worse than z. For cases (a). (c) and (d) Tik < T*i trivially holds. For case 
(b)wehave T<&- Pk < dk .- i?i_ hence Til, < Tg. 0 
Note that Lemma 4.1 describes a special case of a dominance criteria derived by 
Rinnooy Kan et al. for the more general weighted tardiness problem [Xl. Hence, we 
can establish a precedence constraint i -+ It between jobs i and k if the condition of 
Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. Therefore. we need only to consider such sequences that are 
compatible with all precedence constraints established by Lemma 4.1 because we have 
an optimal solution of our problem within this set. 
In the following, we only consider the case x = 0, i.e. Tik < Tki for some T means 
that interchanging adjacent jobs i and k in a sequence where the first job i starts at 
time T does not improve the objective value. 
We have alredy seen that Ti, d T,, holds for each T if i -=z k and jji < pk. Now we 
consider the case pi > pk. 
Proof. Let 7’ < dk - pi. Then case (a) cannot occur, because this would yield 
di, < T A-- Pk < T -t pi < &. For cases (b)--(d) Tik < Tki trivially holds. 
Let T 3 d, - pi. Then we have 
0 d ~~ - di < T + pi - Cl, d T + ok + iti - rEi. 
0 < 2" + pi - dk d T t pi $_ Pk - (ik% 
and 
maxjO,Ti-p,-ddkj <T-~-pi-d,. 
Therefore, 
Next, for each T we define a linear order relation (i,j),- that is compatible with i +,j. 
Furthermore, if in a sequence job i starting at time T is an immediate predecessor of 
jobj, then (iJ)r holds if Tij < Tji. Moreover, this linear order relation may be used to 
break ties in the case T, = Tji. 
Definition 4.1. Let i, k be two jobs with i < k. Then we define 
(i, k)T if and only if pi < pk or T < d, - pi 
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and 
(k? i)r if and only if pi > pk and T > dk - pi. 
Lemma 4.3. For euch T the ret&ion (i,j), is transitive, i.e. (i, j), and (j, k)T implies 
(i, k), . 
Proof. Let j < j < k. Then we have to show 
(a) (i,jJT and (j, k)T implies (i, k)= and 
(b) (k,,j), and (j, i)r implies (k, i)=. 
Case (a): 
(6.i)~ and (j, k)r 
* (PidpjOr T d dj - PJ and (pi 6 pk or T G dk - pjf 
* ( pi d P,j and Pj < pk) or (pi d pj and T < dk - p,i) or (T 6 dj - pi) 
* (Pi~pjandpj~p,)or(pi~:pjandT~ddk-_j)or(T~ddj-pi) 
* (pi < pk) or (T < dk -p,!> or (7’ d d, -pi) 
0 (i, k)T. 
Case (b): 
(kj), and (.h ik 
e (pj > ok) and (T > dk - pj) and (pi > pj) and (T > dj - pi) 
3 (Pj > ok) and (T > dk - Pj) and (pi > Pj) 
* (pi > in) and fT > dk - Pi) 
e (k,OT. i? 
Corollary 4.1. FOP each T there exists a unique sequence eT = ( &, . . , ,Q,,) such that 
i < k implies (ei, Q~)~. 
Proof. Consider the directed graph G with vertices 1, . . . , n and arcs (i, j) if and only if 
fi,j), holds. For arbitrary i fj we either have (i,j), or (j, &. Furthermore, by 
transitivity of the relation (i, j),, this graph has no cycles. Thus, there exists a unique 
topological numeration Q of the vertices of G. 0 
Let US observe that if we define Tmin := min {dk - pi 1 i < k,pi > pk 1 and 
T,,, := max (dk - pi 1 i < k,p, > pk), then for T < Tmin the sequence Q of Corollary 
4.1 corresponds to the earljest due date sequence EDD = (1, . _ . , n) and for T > T,,, 
the sequence Q corresponds to the shortest processing time sequence spT if all pi are 
different. 
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4.2. The neighborhoods for the 1 )I 1 Ti problem 
For the problem 1 /I 1 Ti a neighborhood is defined by the set .Yr of all sequences 
IX = (17~. ,n,,) that are compatible with the precedence constraints according to 
Lemma 4.1 and by the operators api (i = 1, . . ,II - 1). The operator api inter- 
changes the adjacent jobs that are scheduled in position i and i + 1, i.e. the sequence 
rc’ = @(i)(n) is defined by 
inii I if k = i, 
rt; = ( 71; if k = i + 1, 
I 
/ nk otherwise, 
again. This operator maps a feasible sequence TI E .‘I/, into a feasible sequence if and 
only if there does not exist a precedence constraint 71i --, 71i+ I. Therefore, the sets 
,Yfpici’ and also the primary neighborhood _t”r are defined as in Section 3. 
In the following we assume that all jobs have different processing times and due 
dates (if this is not the case, it can be obtained by a simple perturbation of the data of 
the problem, that does not change the optimal solution). 
To define the secondary neighborhood, we define .iy, as the set of all feasible 
sequences rr E .Yr for which (71i,7ii+-1)s(i) holds for i = 1. . . . ,II - 1, where S(i) is the 
starting time of job 7ti on position i in n. Clearly, all sequences in Yz are locally 
optimal with respect to k’, But not all locally optimal solutions belong to .‘I >. 
However, each locally optimal sequence is represented by at least one sequence in 
?Yz with the same objective value. Thus, we may restrict to ,Y’z. 
The definition of the operator set OPz on F/z is more complicated than for the two 
problems considered before. 
We call a subsequence rcF = (rcr, . . . ,n[), k < H, a fir& sequence if the following 
three conditions are satisfied when the jobs of ?I’ are processed at the end of 
a complete sequence, i.e. the job 7rp starts at time Cl= 1 pj - xt:5= 1 pn;: 
l among the jobs contained in rcF no precedence constraint is violated; 
l rcF contains no job that is a predecessor of a job not contained in 7~‘: 
o the jobs IT: and ny+ 1 fulfill the condition of local optimality when the job rr!’ starts 
attime~~=lpi-~~=ipnr,fori=l ,..., k-l. 
Starting with a sequence n = (nr , . , n,,)EY2,foreachj=1 . . . . . rlwedefine 
i.e. cut(j) cuts rc after position j and leaves the final sequence (rci+, . . . TC,,) 
Next, to the final sequence icl; = (nj_ r , , n,) we apply 
add(k)(d) = (k,xj+,, . . . ,n,), 
where k does not belong to (zj, . . . ,rc,j. add(k) adds job k at the beginning of rc“. 
The resulting sequence is a final one if and only if (k,7ci+ l)s holds where S = 
CT=, pi-_C:=,+,p,,-pPkandkisnot apredecessorofanyjobin (zr,...,~l~]‘ (k;. 
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If this is the case, we try to extend (k, 7Lj+ 1, . . , IT,) to a complete sequence that 
belongs to Y2 by adding the remaining jobs to the left of (k, nj+ 1, . . . , TC,). This is done 
by an operator localopt. Localopt is not defined if such an extension does not exist. 
Finally, we define the operator set OPz by 
OPz = {op(i,j) = localopt~add(i)~cut(j) 1 i, j = 1, . . . , n} 
and 
Y”2P’i,j’={71E~4P2(iE{~nl,..., 7cj- 1 },(i, 7tj+ i, ,X,) is a final sequence, 
localopt is defined on (i, 7Cji- 1, . . . ,n,)}. 
It remains to describe localopt in more detail. 
The operator localopt is defined by a procedure using two operators, The first 
operator localoptl(R) constructs for a given set R of jobs a locally optimal schedule 
rcs, where the first job of nR starts at time 0. 
If we apply this operator for a given final sequence rcF to the set R of unscheduled 
jobs, i.e. to the set of jobs not contained in 71 F, the concatenation of ?I~ with the final 
sequence ?I~ does not necessarily lead to a locally optimal sequence rc’ = (rtR,rrF) 
because the last job of ?I~ and the first job of nF may violate the condition of local 
optimality. In this case we try to extend nF to a final sequence (r?, rcF) such that the 
set R of still unscheduled jobs (jobs not contained in nnM or 7~“) can be scheduled with 
localoptl(R) and the concatenation of rcR and (n”,rrF) leads to a locally optimal 
sequence. The corresponding operator will be denoted by localopt2. If it is not possible 
to extend ?I~ to a locally optimal sequence, localopt will stop with this information. 
Summarizing, we first apply localopt to a final sequence nF and extend rcF to a final 
sequence (n”, 7~~) (if this is possible). Afterwards we apply localoptl to the set R of still 
unscheduled jobs and we get a locally optimal sequence E’ = (nR, rr”, nF). 
First we give an algorithm for the operator localoptl that generates for a given 
set R of jobs a sequence ?I~ = (nf, . , T$,) such that (it:, TcF+~)S(;) holds for 
i = 1, . . . , IRI - 1 where S(i) denotes the starting time of the job ?I!. 
The operator localoptl constructs a schedule for the jobs of the set R from left to 
right. In each step the completion time T of the current partial schedule is computed 
and the first job of the corresponding sequence eT of unscheduled jobs is scheduled 
next. 
It is immediately clear from Corollary 4.1 that the generated sequence 
7P = (7$, . . , n,$) satisfies the condition (?I?, X! I+l)S(i)fori= l,...,IRJ-l.Further- 
more, if we apply localoptl to all n jobs, we get a locally optimal sequence 7~ E 5v2. 
Next we described the operator localopt2. Let nF = (np, . . , n[) be a final sequence, 
R be the set ofjobs not contained in 7~’ and S = CitR pi be the starting time of the final 
sequence. First we determine the job r E R with maximal due date, i.e. d, > di for all 
i E R\ (r}. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: The job r cannot be processed immediately before X: in order to fulfill local 
optimality, i.e. ($‘, Y)~_~, holds. 
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In this case it is not possible to extend np to a locally optimal sequence (for the 
proof see Lemma 4.8). loc~lopt2 will stop with this information. 
CUW 2: (r 7c1:). , s ,,andS-p,<d,. 
In this case one can prove that each job i E R‘, (r) can be concatenated with (1.. n“) 
to a final sequence (i,r, z’) (apply Lemma 4.4 with S* = S - I),.). Therefore. in this 
case k7lopt2 determines zM = (v) and we may apply /ocaIopfl to the set R’ = R 11.1 
to get a locally optimal sequence n = (n”. nxf ,7c1’ ). 
Casc~ 3: (~.nf)~_,,, and S -p,. > d,. 
In this case the operator locnlopt2 constructs a sequence ~1.‘~ = (z?, . n;“‘) such 
that (n”‘, 7~~‘) is a final sequence. Furthermore, the job x;” starts not later than its due 
date d,yand z,“’ has a larger due date than the jobs that are not contained in 7rJ1 and 
II”. Since in this case the job 7~;” fulfills the same conditions as the job r in Case 2. the 
set R’ of jobs not contained in rrlf and 7rF may be scheduled by /oc.aloptl in order to 
get a locally optimal sequence n: = (7r”. x1”. in”“). 
To reach this goal, we first determine a candidate for the last job in n,“‘. This job 
must fulfill together with TC: the local optimality condition. Furthermore. this job is 
not allowed to have successors in R with respect to the precedence constraints 4. 
since we only consider sequences from -VI Among all jobs with the above conditions. 
let f be the job with maximal processing time, i.e. 
p, = max ’ iPil(i,n:‘)S-p, , i E R. pi >, pi or di > clf for all ,j E R ). 
Such a job t exists since at least the job r fulfills the above conditions. Furthermore. we 
define by 4 the set of all jobs in R with a larger processing time than p,. i.e. 
il = (;E Rlpi > p(j 
Note, that r does not belong to A since r was also a candidate for t. By the definition of 
A. a job i E A either dominates a job,j E A (i.e. there exists a precedence constraint i +,j) 
or it cannot be processed immediately before the final sequence rc” in order to get 
a locally optimal sequence. The operator loca/opt2 will not schedule the jobs from A. 
Since .Y’, contains only sequences that are compatible with the precedence con- 
straints ---t also the predecessors ofjobs from A will not be scheduled by lwdopt2. Let 
II be the job with maximal due date in A and let 8 be the subset of jobs in R 4 with 
a larger due date than cl, i.e. 
B = ( i E R \ A / di > d, 1. 
Since job (1 belongs to A it has a larger processing time than each job i E R A. 
Therefore. for all jobs i E R\ (A u B), we now have di < d, and pi < par which implies 
a precedence constraint i -+ u. Since no job from A will be scheduled by the operator 
loalopt2 this implies that only jobs from B will be scheduled in nabf by Io~~1/opt3. By 
the definition of A, we have pi > p, for all i E A. Therefore. from the definition of r we 
must have di < n, for all i E A, which yields t E B. 
Let(Q,.....Qq)=&‘* be the shortest processing time sequence of the jobs in B. i.e. 
Pe, < PO, I for ,j = 1, . ,g - 1 and let Si be the starting time of job ej if the jobs 
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(ei, . . . , Q~) are scheduled immediately before the final sequence rcF, i.e. 
Sj = S - I;= j pe,. Note that es = t since t belongs to B. 
As mentioned above, the first job of the sequence z M has to start not later than its 
due date. Therefore, let Q~ be the last job in (er, . . , Q,) for which S, < d, holds, i.e. 
Si > d,, for i = q + 1, . . . ,,q. For the sequence (Q,,, , . . . , Q,) with starting times 
S 4+ 1, . . , S,, one can prove that the local optimality conditions are fulfilled (see 
Lemma 4.6). 
If no job Q, with S, d d,, exists, there are two possible cases. First, if A = 8 then the 
sequence (ei, , es, n”) is a complete sequence of all jobs. Due to Lemma 4.6, the 
sequence (er, . . , Q,) fulfills the local optimality conditions. Furthermore, since Q~ = t 
the jobs Q~ and 7rr fulfill the local optimality condition. Therefore, in this case 
(ei, , Q,, nF) is locally optimal. If A # 8 we will prove that it is not possible to 
complete the final sequence ?I’ to a locally optimal sequence (see Lemma 4.9). 
localopt:! will stop with this information. 
The second condition for the first job in the sequence ?I~ is, that this job must have 
a greater due date than the jobs not contained in ?I’ and ?I*~. Therefore, let Q, be the 
job with maximal due date in the set [@r, . . . , Q,}. We calculate the first position 
,f, q d f< 9 (for the case z = q: q + 1 d f < CJ) such that 
S, - p&j: d d, and Sf+ 1 - pclz > d,, (4.1) 
where S,+ 1 is defined to be the starting time S of the final sequence ?I~. 
Job r has the largest due date in R and it does not belong to the set A. Therefore, the 
job r belongs to the set B and we either have Y = eZ or Y E {Q,+ 1, . , Q,}, which implies 
pw ,< p,.. Because we assume S - pr > d, in Case 3, we have 
S 9+ 1 - PC,=  S - pQ: 3 S - PI > dr 3 4;. 
Furthermore, we have S,-pQl<S,,<d&dQZ for zfq and Sq+l-pw 
= S, d d, 6 d,; for z = q, respectively. Therefore, a positionfthat fulfills (4.1) always 
exists. 
It is possible to prove that (Q~,Q~, . . . , Q~, nF) is a final sequence (see Lemma 4.7). 
Furthermore, for j E q + 1, , J’- 1 we have Sj > d, which implies 
where the last inequality follows from the definition off: Furthermore, by definition of 
Q,, d,= > d,, for ,j E (1, . . q> \ [z}, and d, > d, 3 di for i E R\B, since eZ E B. There- 
fore, es has a greater due date than all jobs not contained in (Q~,, Q~, . , ,pg, n”). If we 
now schedule the jobs (eZ, Q~, . . . , Q,) immediately before the final sequence rcF, the job 
eZ starts before its due date. Therefore, localopt determines rtM = (Q,, es, . . , Q,). As 
stated above, locnloptl will sequence the set R’ of still unscheduled jobs in such a way 
that 71 = (nR’, niM, x”) is a locally optimal sequence. 
The above considerations can be summarized in the following procedure. 
1. s:= cjEKpj; 
2. Let Y be the job with maximal due date in R; 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Il. 
I?. 
13. 
14. 
IS. 
16. 
17. 
IX. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
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if (7-c: I^)~_~, then stop {no solution exists) 
else if S - p,. < d, then 
7P’ := (r) 
else begin 
Let t be the job with 
p, = max (p,l(i, nb,, i E R, pi >, pi or di > dj for all .j E R); 
A:= (i E Rlpi > p,); 
Let (1 be the job in A with maximal due date: 
if A # 0 then d := d, else d := - x8 ; 
B:= (i E Ri,,Aldi > d); 
Let (67,. . . . , Q,) be the shortest processing time sequence of the jobs in B: 
y := <j: 
while S - pLl,, > deu and q 3 1 do 
begin 
s := s - pQ,; 
q:=y- 1 
end; 
if y = 0 then 
if A = 0 then 
iT ~~‘=(@~....,@,) 
else stop [no solution exists} 
else begin 
Let Q, be the job with maximal due date in :Q~. .__ . Q~); 
if z = q then 
begin 
S := S + p& 
q:= q + 1 
end; 
f’:= q; 
while S - pp, d d,; do 
begin 
s:= s + pe,; 
f:=,f’+ 1; 
end 
7?‘:= (&,@,t_, .. . . @q,) 
end 
end 
To illustrate the above algorithm, we consider the following example: 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 
pi 30 25 8 20 11 6 
di 44 48 52 56 60 72 
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We get the precedence constraints 3 -+ 4 and 3 -+ 5. Moreover, we obtain the follow- 
ing sequences in S,: x1 = (1,3,4,5,6,2), 7c2 = (1,3,2,6,5,4), x3 = (2,3,4,5,6, l), 
n4 = (2,3,1,6,5,4). 
Furthermore. we have 
/v;(d) = (712, x3}, N2(n2) = {d, 7-c3, x4>, 
~~V~(~3) = (n’, x2 >, and J”2(z4) = {n’, IX’, 7~“). 
Note that we have 1 Y1 1 = 240 but only (,4u2 ( = 4 and the corresponding graph of the 
secondary neighborhood has the diameter 2. 
To illustrate the three cases mentioned above, we first consider 
add(5) 0 CUL(5)(7z1) = (5,2), 
with R = {1,3,4,6}. Because of ds = max{di / i E R} = 72 and S = 64 we obtain 
(596)s~. Hence we have Case 1, i.e. nF cannot be completed to a locally optimal 
sequence. 
Next we consider 
&d(6) 0 CUE = (6,l). 
with R = (2,3,4,5}. Because of d5 = max{di 1 i E R} = 60 and S = 64, we obtain 
S - ps = 53 < 60 and (5,6)53, i.e. we have Case 2 and nM = (5). Applying localoptl 
yields x3. 
Finally, we consider 
add(4) 0 cut(6)(n’) = (4), 
with R = {1,2,3,5,6}. Because of d, = max{di 1 i E R} = 72 and S = 80, we obtain 
S - ps = 74 > 72 and (6,4)74, i.e. we have Case 3. In localopt we determine 
TL M = (6,5), which yields (z”, zF) = (6,5,4). Since job 6 now starts not later than its 
due date we can apply localoptl , which yields z2. 
To illustrate that also in Case 3 we may establish that it is not possible to extend the 
given final sequence, consider 
add(5)~cut(6)(n1) = (5), 
with R = { 1,2,3,4,6}. Because of d, = max {di 1 i E R} = 72 and S = 89, we obtain 
S-p,=83>72and(6,5),,, i.e. we have Case 3 again. However, we cannot include 
further jobs into ?I~ by localopt (note that the precedence constraint 3 + 4 holds), i.e. 
the above final sequence cannot be extended to a complete sequence in Y2. 
We still have to prove that our algorithm works correct. First we will show 
that if a job starts before its due date then each job with a smaller due date may be 
scheduled immediately before this job without violating the conditions of local 
optimality. 
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Lemma 4.4. Let R he a set ofjobs, r he a,joh kth d, > d&r all i E R’s\, {Y) and S* < d, 
he the starting time,@ ,joh r. Then 
(i.r),._,, ,fi)r all iE R\,(r). 
Proof. Let i E R be given. According to Definition 4.1 we have (i, r)r for all 7’ if p,. > p, 
and for all T d d, - pi if pI < pi. Since S* < d, we have S * - pi < d, - pi. which 
proves the lemma. 0 
Since the job r in Step 5 and the job Q, in Step 28 of the procedure localopt together 
with the set R of still unscheduled jobs fulfill the conditions of Lemma 4.4, 1ocaIoptl 
may be used to complete the final sequence to a locally optimal sequence. 
Furthermore, we have to prove that the sequence rcM = (Q~, , Q,) defined in Step 
18 and the sequence 7~“’ = (Q=, ei, . , eq) defined in Step 28 of the procedure lo~1lopt3 
together with r?’ defines a final sequence (rc”,xF). We first prove: 
Lemma 4.5. Let (Q, , , eg) be the shortest processiny time sequence of‘thejohs in B LIS 
defined in Step 11 (?f the procedure localopt2. For 1 < i < j < .I/ LVC hare 
Proof. 
(Qi> @j)T 
- Cd,, < d,, and (P,, G pe, or 7‘ G 4, - Pi], )I 
or Cd,, > d,, and P@, 6 pp, and T > d,, - pe, 1 
e [In,, < &I or Cd, 1 d, and T > 4, - r?,,l 
e Id, > d,, * T > d, - P,,I. 
The first equivalence holds by definition, while the second holds since P(~ < Pi,. by 
definition of Q. q 
Lemma 4.6. Let (eI, . , Q,) he the shortest processing time sequence oj’the,joh.s in B (1s 
defined in Step 11 of the procedure localopt2. Let 1 < i < j < y. If’s > d,,: then (0;. Q, Is 
holds. 
Proof. Since S > d, 3 d,, - po, we have (ei, ei)s by Lemma 4.5. 0 
This lemma proves that 7~~ = (eI, . . . ,4) defined in Step 18 together with TC’ 
defines a locally optimal sequence (nnM.zF) since ey = t and nr fulfill the local 
optimality condition. 
Lemma 4.7. Let 7cM = ( pz, pf, . , p,) he the sequence defined in Step 28 of‘thc procrd- 
ure localopt2. Then (x”, nF) is a Jinal sequence. 
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Proof. Let S be the starting time ofjob 7~7 and Sj = S - Cs,, P@, be the starting time 
of job ej, ,i =J; . . ,g, in the final sequence (n”, 7~~). 
(i) By the definition of Q=, we have pp. < pe,. Since by definition off we have 
S, - pe; = S,+ I - pp, - Pi,, > d,: - pe,, bi Lemma 4.5 (eZ, e~)s,-,, holds. 
(ii) If S, > d, , then Lemma 4.6 has proved ( ef, ef + 1 )s,. Otherwise, if S, < d, (i.e. 
f = q and q # z), we have dQl > d,, = d, by definition of ,oz, which implies that 
S,- = S, + 1 - ~61, > d,; + pp: - P~>I > d, - me, > d, - me, +, . 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.5 (es, ef+ L)s, holds. 
(iii) Let IE {f+ 1, . . ..g - l}. A ccording to Lemma 4.6 we have ( el, el + 1 )s,. 
(iv) By the definition oft, A and B in Steps 6,7 and 10 of the procedure localopt2, we 
have t E B, which means Q, = t. This yields (Q,,x~)~,. 
Due to (+0-(v), the sequence (z”, rcF) is a final sequence. 0 
Next we will prove that if the job with maximal due date in the set of unscheduled 
jobs does not fulfill the local optimality condition with the first job of a given final 
sequence, then this final sequence cannot be extended to a locally optimal sequence. 
Lemma 4.8. Let nF he ajinal sequence, R be the set qf,jobs not contained in zF, r be the 
job with maximal due date in R and S be the starting time oj’thejinal sequence 7~~. If 
(4,r)smP, holds, then nF cannot be extended to a locally optimal sequence. 
Proof. Assume that a locally optimal sequence 7~’ E Yz with the final sequence 7~~ 
exists. Let job 1 be the predecessor of rep in 7~‘. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: d, < d,; . 
Due to Definition 4.1 we have 
p,. > pny and S - p,. > d,: - p*, i.e. S > d,: 
since (rcf, Y)~_~, holds. By the definition of r, we have d, > dl. Therefore, we now have 
dr < d,:,S -PI > d,: -PI and (L~~)ss~,. 
By Definition 4.1 this is only true if pI < pz;. Therefore, for the jobs r and 1 we have 
dl < d, and pI < pr, 
which yields a precedence constraint 1 + r. This contradicts 7-c’ E Y1 since in 7~’ the job 
r is sequenced before job 1. 
Case 2: d, B d,:. 
Since r is scheduled before rep in n’, we have no precedence constraint rc: -+ r. 
Therefore, pr < ptr: holds. Furthermore, because (np, r)s_P, holds, we have 
S - pr < d, - pz;. 
Let \v # 7~: be the successor of r in 7~‘. Therefore, for the starting time S, of r in n’ we have 
S, < S - pr - pw d 4. - pn: - pw < d, - pw. 
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By the definition of r we have d, > d,,.. Therefore, (w,T)~ holds, which contradicts the 
local optimality of n’. 0 
Finally, we have to prove that if the procedure ~0c~120~t2 stops in Step 18. then the 
final sequence rrF cannot extend to a local optimal sequence. 
Lemma 4.9. Let A # $I and let (Q, , , Q~) he thtc shortest proc,essincg time scquenc~~~ of 
the jobs in the set B (B d@ned as in thr procedure loculopt2). Furthernmv. Ivt 
Sj = S - Cl= j pi,, de~lote the starting time of‘ job c)j if’ the .~e~luerzc’e (Q, . . Q,, ) is 
scheduled immediately hqfore the,firzul sc’yue~~c~ rtl’. Jf’S, > d, holds,fi~ i = 1 , q. thou 
thr ,finul sryuencc nF cannot he extended to a locall~~ optimtrl sequmcr. 
Proof. Assume that a locally optimal sequence rr’ with the final sequence rcF exists. Let 
L’ be the job from the set A that is sequenced last in rc’ and let 1~ be the successor of I’ in 
71’ (1. exists since A # cb). 
For all jobs i E R\(A u B), we have a precedence constraint i + (I where (I is the job 
with the maximal due date in A because i$ A and LI E il implies pi < pr < /I(,. Therefore, 
all jobs from R ‘\( A u B) must be scheduled before 1‘. Furthermore. by the definition of 
the set A we have (rrp, c)~. ~, .which implies w # 7~:“. Therefore, \V must be a job from B. 
i.e. we have n = @I for some 1 E (1, ,q). 
Let k be the smallest index such that d, < d,, (Q~ may be equal to w). Since n = Q, 
we have k < I, which implies pLjI < p,,.. By the definition of k we have 
d, < d,,. d & and pa. < pp, d P,, 
for all jobs ioi, i E (1, . . . , k - 1). This implies precedence constraints ei ---t ek and 
,Oi + LV. Therefore, the jobs el, , @-, have to be scheduled before the job 1%’ and. 
consequently, also before u in rr’. For the starting time S’ of c in rr’, we now have 
S’ 3 Sk - pz. 
By the definition of the sets A and B, we have for the jobs IV and I’ 
d,. c d,. and pg. > p,,, 
Furthermore, we have 
S’ 3 Sk - p{. > d, - pr 3 d,, - p,.. 
This implies (w, c)~,, which contradicts the local optimality of the sequence rc’. 0 
The results of the previous lemmas can be summaized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. The operator localopt extends u givenfirm/ sequence zl’ in O(n’) timp 
to a locull~~ optimal sequence if such u seyumce exists. 
Finally, we can easily prove the connectivity of the neighborhood. 
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Theorem 4.2. The neighborhood ,V2 dejined on Y2 is stronyly connected. 
Proof. Let rt ‘, n2 E -V, with rcl # x2. Moreover, letj denote the maximal position with 
rcj # rrf. Let k = rcf and i <j be the position of k in rc’. Then we apply the operator 
op(i,j)(rcl). Because there exists a sequence rr2 E Y2 with the final sequence 
(k nTCf+ I, . . . , 7-r:), algorithm localopt determines a sequence rc’ with rc: = 7~: for 
u = j,j + 1, . . , n, i.e. op(i, j) is defined. Hence, after at most n - 1 steps rcl is trans- 
formed into n2 E YZ, i.e. ..t; is strongly connected. 0 
5. Computational results 
We have tested both the primary and secondary neighborhood in connection with 
simulated annealing. The algorithms have been coded in C and run on a SPARC 
station 10/20. We decided to use simulated annealing for our tests for the following 
reasons. For iterative improvement it is clear that the secondary neighborhood leads 
in general to better results, since for the primary neighborhood we stop at the first 
local optimum, whereas for the secondary neighborhood we may get to this solution 
in one step. Tabu search also prefers in each iteration the best non-tabu solution in the 
neighborhood of the actual solution. Therefore, it can be expected that the secondary 
neighborhood leads to better results than the primary neighborhood for tabu search. 
However, for simulated annealing such an a priori argument is not valid due to the 
randomized character of this method. 
The control parameters for simulated annealing have been chosen in a standard 
way (see [12]). In order to get a fair comparison between the primary and secondary 
neighborhood we have fixed the parameters for a given instance in such a way that for 
both neighborhoods the computational times were approximately the same. Since the 
calculation of a neighbor in the secondary neighborhood is more time consuming 
than for the primary neighborhood this results in a large number of iterations of the 
simulated annealing algorithm for the primary neighborhood. We first have applied 
simulated annealing with respect to the secondary neighborhood to an instance with 
a fixed number of iterations (20 and 100). Afterwards we have fixed the number of 
iterations for the primary neighborhood in such a way that simulated annealing uses 
approximately the same amount of time as for the secondary neighborhood. For all 
the problems considered in Sections 2-4, we have generated problems with 10,20, 50, 
100, 500 and 1000 jobs. The computational times for 100 iterations with respect to the 
secondary neighborhood for problems with 1000 jobs were within 1 min for the 
problem P2 I/ C,,, and within 3 min for the other two problems. 
In order to get instances for the problem P2 /I C,,, where the difference between the 
trivial lower bound and a greedy solution is not too small we have chosen the 
processing times of the jobs randomly from the interval [lo 000,20 0001. The resulting 
solutions for the two neighborhoods have almost the same quality. The differences 
between the numbers of iterations for the primary and the secondary neighborhood 
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Table I 
The ( I:~I) EYE, C, values for the I Iprec 11 Ci problem 
Value 1 
Density 
(%) 11 
IO IO 
50 
IO 10 
50 
20 10 
50 
20 10 
50 
50 10 
50 
50 10 
50 
100 IO 
50 
100 10 
50 
500 IO 
50 
500 I 0 
50 
1000 10 
50 
174.1 5107 548.2 510.7 
706.0 706.0 706.0 706.0 
592.9 389.2 501.9 489.2 
837.5 840. I 848.X X12.4 
1536.1 1221.3 1251.5 I 189. I
1371.6 1344.1 1325.8 I 3 10. I 
1331.1 1171.0 1192.3 1165.9 
1942.6 1908.9 1940.7 1907.2 
5862.4 5571.4 5900.8 4827.5 
5557.0 5163.4 5316.0 5035.0 
5846.6 4925.2 5485. I 4707.4 
5177.3 4971.7 5079.7 4842. I 
11425.3 10404.1 I 1336.8 9899.0 
I 1114.0 10587.4 11015.4 10402.3 
11261.6 10214.2 I 1140.4 9824.1 
11413.2 10877.5 I 1322. I 10567.2 
60199.8 58466.8 60204.2 58535.6 
61817.5 60679.1 61795.1 60209.2 
60345.2 58448.3 60319.5 57796.2 
60900.5 59760.0 60866.9 58708. I 
123875.5 122122.0 123861.5 12 I 762.0 
126592.4 125454.1 1265X4.5 125239.0 
are very large (up to a factor of 100). Thus, one step in the secondary neighborhood is 
very time consuming in comparison with one step in the primary neighborhood. 
For the problem 1 lprec]C CL the processing times of the jobs were generated randomly 
from the interval [l, 5001. For a problem with given job number and given processing 
times we have generated two instances with different densities of the precedence 
constraints (we have used the densities 10% and 50% where the constraints resulting 
from transitivity are included). The initial solution has been generated randomly. 
Table 1 summarizes the results for both neighborhoods. The columns “Value 1” 
contain the mean flow time values (l/n) xl_, Ci for 20 iterations of the secondary 
neighborhood and an equivalent number of iterations for the primary neighborhood. 
respectively. The columns “Value 2” contain the mean flow time values (L’rz) 
CT= 1 Ci for 100 iterations of the secondary neighborhood and an equivalent number 
of iterations for the primary neighborhood, respectively. Each entry gives the average 
value of two runs. 
In all but one cases the secondary neighborhood leads to better results than the 
primary neighborhood. The differences between the results are significant. Further- 
more, in all but one cases the results for the secondary neighborhood with 20 
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Table 2 
The (l/n) I:= 1 Ti values for the I ) 1 c T, problem 
Value 1 Value 2 
n .r; I; v; v; 
10 271.2 262.0 267.5 262.0 
10 33.8 33.8 33.8 33.8 
20 248.0 245.8 245.8 245.8 
20 254.6 217.6 208.5 217.6 
50 193.6 169.0 171.5 169.0 
50 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 
100 55.4 46.1 47.9 46.1 
too 96.8 75.9 87.2 15.5 
500 31.8 25.6 31.3 25.6 
500 1239.5 730.9 1190.9 729.7 
1000 155.2 95.4 149.8 95.4 
1000 24.3 18.5 22.8 18.5 
iterations are better than the results for the primary neighborhood with a number of 
iterations which corresponds in time with 100 iterations for the secondary neighbor- 
hood. The differences between the number of iterations for the primary and the 
secondary neighborhood range between a factor of 3 and 5, i.e. the calculation of 
a neighbor in the secondary neighborhood takes approximately the same time as the 
calculation of 3 to 5 neighbors in the primary neighborhood. 
For the problem 1 111 Ti the processing times of the jobs were generated randomly 
from the interval [l, lOOO]. Furthermore, we have generated the due dates randomly 
from the interval CO.2 1 pi, C pi] for the instances with job number < 100 and from 
the interval CO.05 1 pi, 1 pi] for the instances with job number 3 500. As initial 
solution we have chosen the greedy solution calculated by localoptl. 
Table 2 summarizes the resulting objective function values (l/n) CT= 1 Ti for both 
neighborhoods. The meaning of “Value 1” and “Value 2” is the same as in Table 1. 
Again the entries give the average values of two runs. 
As for the problem 1 1 prec 11 Ci the secondary neighborhood leads to better results, 
even if the primary neighborhood uses a larger amount of computational time. The 
differences between the results for the primary and the secondary neighborhood are 
even larger than for the 1 lprec Ix Ci problem (the values for the secondary neighbor- 
hood are up to 45% better than the results for the primary neighborhood). The 
differences between the number of iterations for the primary and secondary neighbor- 
hood again range between a factor of 3 and 5. 
It can be seen from Table 2 that the results with the secondary neighborhood are 
rather good even for a small number of iterations. Maybe this is due to the larger 
number of neighbors in the secondary neighborhood (i.e. we have O(n2) neighbors). 
An increase of the number of iterations does not improve the solution quality. We 
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conjecture that this is due to a small number of locally optimal solutions, i.e. alreadq 
after a small number of iterations the secondary neighborhood has been inspected 
quite good. Hence, further tests about the number of locally optimal solutions would 
be of interest. 
Summarizing, a main reason for the good results for the problems 1 Iprw ix C’, 
and 1 Iprrc,/x Ti could be the fact that the time which is used for one step in 
the secondary neighborhood is relatively small in comparison with the time used 
for one step in the primary neighborhood. For the problem P2 ~ C,,,, this difference 
is too large. Another remarkable fact is that for the problems 1 Iprcc,/~ Cj and 
I 111 Ti the secondary neighborhood leads to good results within a small number 
of iterations. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have tried to improve the given neighborhoods for certain scheduling problems 
with respect to certain local search methods. The main idea was to construct a second- 
ary neighborhood on the set of solutions which are locally optimal with respect to the 
given neighborhood. First computational tests gave promising results. Although the 
methods presented were problem specific, the underlying idea can be applied to other 
problems as well. A search in this direction is a topic of future research. 
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